
Clare Dubé
Taking the Fear out of Finances

Would you like to keep  
more of your income?

Would you like to improve 
your relationship with your 

money as well as your  
personal relationships?

Would you like to work less, 
worry less, and stress less?

Would you like to improve 
your overall health and  

financial wellness?

“Clare is so wonderful and teaches something  

we all need. Financial skills are so valuable!!”
     --AADMM Webinar Member

Clare Dubé     clare@claredube.com    203.376.4852    claredube.com

Because we all deserve financial happiness.

Now booking 2018 & beyond!

Let’s Chat



Clare Dubé
Taking the Fear out of Finances

Clare’s presentations will show participants 
how to achieve a positive money mindset to 
obtain financial freedom by:

ENCOURAGING participants to acknowledge their 

money story, address their money beliefs and challenge 

their money mindset.

EDUCATING participants to improve their overall 

financial security which leads to a positive impact on 

their health, well-being and relationships.

ENGAGING participants by creating positive finan-

cial habits through actionable steps allowing them to 

meet their financial expectations and goals.

“When your income is more than your 

expenses and your expenses are aligned 

with your values, only then have you 

achieved financial freedom”  

    Clare Dubé

Clare Dubé     clare@claredube.com    203.376.4852    claredube.com

What others 
are saying... 

“Clare is an outstanding  

presenter. Very knowledgeable 

and clear in her thoughts.”

Ken, Overspending Clients Webinar 

“Clare, it has been great working 

with you. We really appreciate 

all of the insights you shared as 

we waded into this unfamiliar 

relationship with our financ-

es. We still have some ups and 

downs but we are able to navi-

gate through our differences by 

truly listening to each other and 

allowing ourselves to be open to 

hearing other views. We always 

come back to looking at our core 

values you had us write out.”

      Mia & Kirk 

SMART Chats® Workshop

Now booking 2018 & beyond!
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